Sensing characteristics of rocking filter fabricated in microstructured birefringent fiber using fusion arc splicer.
We demonstrate that higher order rocking filters coupling energy between polarization modes at several wavelengths can be fabricated in a birefringent photonic crystal fiber using a fusion arc splicer. Three resonant couplings were identified, respectively at 855, 1271, and 1623 nm for the filter with a pitch distance of 8 mm characterized in this work. We also measured the filter response to temperature, elongation and hydrostatic pressure at the first and the second resonance. Our results show that the fabricated filter has very low sensitivity to temperature 1.77 and 1.38 pm/K, moderate sensitivity to elongation 1.35 and 1.12 nm/mstrain, and extremely high sensitivity to hydrostatic pressure 6.14 and 3.30 nm/MPa, respectively at the first and the second resonance.